
INT. LARGE RESTAURANT KITCHEN - DAY

Dozens of people in stained white chef uniforms dart back

and forth across the kitchen, carrying massive pots and

tossing chunks of vegetables in frying pans. One man in a

clean, black chef coat stands at the back of the kitchen,

arms crossed, surveying the hive of activity with a

hawk-like gaze. He is ADAM JONES, head chef at the most

prestigious restaurant in New York City.

One of his underlings stumbles, recovering their balance and

narrowly avoiding dropping a sheet full of pastries. Adam

storms over to her.

ADAM

You. Yeah, you. What’s your name?

UNDERLING

S-sorry, sir. I’m new. My name is-

ADAM

Stop. It doesn’t matter.

UNDERLING

Wait, what?

ADAM

You. Your name. They don’t matter.

You know who does matter? Me. Me

and the two dozen critics sitting

in that dining room waiting

opportunity to be the one to skewer

me. Nobody is going to write a

review in the paper saying "a

starving wageworker dropped my

tarte tartin and I had to wait half

an hour for a new one." They will

write that Adam Jones runs a

disorganized, c-grade establishment

that is hardly a step above a

Chili’s. You don’t drop a $37

dessert. That guy over there

doesn’t clean the dishes. The kid

in the men’s bathroom doesn’t clean

up shit. I do all of that.

Adam sticks his finger in the woman’s face.

ADAM

You are not an individual. You are

an extension of myself. When I fuck

up, I don’t get a second chance.

You better thank whatever gods or
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ADAM (cont’d)
goddesses that must be watching

over you right now that I don’t

fire you on the spot.

Adam puts both of his hands on her shoulders and shakes her.

ADAM

If you ever do something like that

again you will never work at

another restaurant on the eastern

seaboard. Go.

The woman scrambles off, back stiff and hands gripping on to

the baking sheet. Another one of Adam’s underlings

approaches, meekly raising his hand to get his boss’

attention.

UNDERLING 2

(Quietly)

E-e-excuse me...

Adam doesn’t notice the guy.

UNDERLING 2

Hey... sir...

Adam looks on ahead, still oblivious.

UNDERLING 2

(Shouting)

Mr. Jones!

Adam turns to face the guy.

ADAM

(Annoyed)

Jesus, you don’t have to yell. What

the hell do you want?

UNDERLING 2

One of the patrons, they... they

asked for the special...

ADAM

I always knew this day would

come... the Adam Jones special, the

one dish that only I can cook. The

moment that I have been training

for all my life.

Adam begins to tear up.
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UNDERLING 2

Sir, are you okay?

ADAM

(Wiping his eyes)

I’m fine. I’m fine. Get me my hat.

UNDERLING 2

Yes sir, right away sir.

Adam stands in front of the sink washing his hands. He

spreads his dripping arms to the side and two underlings

wipe them clean with monogrammed towels. They bow, walk

away, and are replaced by two other underlings carrying an

ornate coat. It is alternating shades of deep purple and

dull, burnt orange. A series of peacock feathers create a

brilliant halo of color behind his head. They drape it over

him and tie a golden cord around his waist several times.

They walk away with a bow.

The underling from before returns with Adam’s hat; his

crown. It is a series of 30 regular sized black chef hats

arranged in a towering column 20 feet high. It is placed

upon Adam’s head. It wavers for a moment, drifting to the

side. Adam closes his eyes, breathes deeply, and slinks his

head around, balancing the headwear. He pulls out a kitchen

knife and spatula, both several feet long, from sheathes on

the back of the coat and scrapes them together, causing

sparks to fly.

Adam walks over to the stove and turns on all four burners.

Blue flames flicker. His acolytes bring out a series of pots

and pans of differing sizes. He gets to work. Adam jumps

from station to station, chopping and slicing dozens of

different ingredients and transferring them between cooking

vessels. He takes out two bottles of oil from his jacket,

spins the around in his palms, and squirts them into two

pans, erupting into an inferno. Adam doesn’t recoil, he just

continues cooking.

His staff goes about their business in the kitchen, but they

avoid his area as to not break his focus. Adam prepares to

add more oil to the pans, but the new girl runs behind him

carrying a 10 gallon pan full of soup. She trips. The pan

goes flying and smacks into Adam’s back. He drops the bottle

of oil on the burner and it explodes, bathing him in flame.

Adam runs around the kitchen, arms flailing, begging for

help, but his underlings scatter. He drops to the floor in a

smoldering pile. A cloud of white jets from a fire

extinguisher held by the woman who knocked him over. She

drops it to the ground and runs. The room around him is an

inferno. The smoke thickens, blackening the air.
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INT. HOSPITAL ROOM - DAY

A figure wrapped from head to toe in gauze lays on a

hospital bed, sullen eyes staring out from charred eye

sockets. The heartbeat monitor beeps slowly. A DOCTOR, with

graying hair and an unkempt beard, stands next to him.

DOCTOR

Mr. Jones, are you awake?

Adam wheezes out in response.

DOCTOR

How are you feeling, Mr. Jones?

ADAM

(Labored, )

What... the hell... do you think?

DOCTOR

I guess that means you would like

some pain killers. I’ll call the

nurse in in a moment. First, I want

to talk to you.

ADAM

My... my restaurant...

DOCTOR

Don’t worry, Mr. Jones, all of your

employees got out without a-

Adam tries to swat his arm at the doctor, but the bandages

restrict his motion to a feeble shake.

ADAM

That’s not... what I asked... My

restaurant...

DOCTOR

Your restaurant is gone, along with

half a city block. You should be

thankful to be alive.

ADAM

I’m... going to get... whoever did

this...

DOCTOR

It was an accident. The detectives

ruled arson out of the-
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ADAM

(Shouting)

No! I know! I know who did this! I

will find them!

DOCTOR

You need to calm down and take a

deep breath, Mr. Jo-

ADAM

No... Stop... Stop calling me

that... My name... is Burnt.

The heartbeat monitor flatlines. Adam begins to shake

violently. The doctor backs away. The joints of the cast

begin to crack and bend. Adam throws himself from the side

of the bed, landing on the floor. He struggles, grappling on

to the whining heartbeat monitor, but eventually gets to his

feet. The doctor runs from the room, calling out for

security. Adam lumbers out of the hospital room.


